This paper studies the behavior of singularly perturbed nonlinear differential equations with boundary-layer solutions that do not necessarily converge to an equilibrium. Using the average of the fast variable and assuming the boundary layer solutions converge to a bounded set, results on the closeness of solutions of the singularly perturbed system to the solutions of the reduced average and boundary layer systems over a finite time interval are presented. The closeness of solutions error is shown to be of order Op ? εq, where ε is the perturbation parameter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The singular perturbation method is a common technique to analyze a two-time scale system via the behavior of two auxiliary systems, namely the reduced (slow) system and the boundary layer (fast) system. In general, the results using the singular perturbation method either relate the stability properties of the original system with the above-mentioned auxiliary systems or estimate the closeness of solutions of the original system to the solutions of the auxiliary systems; see e.g. [1] , [2, Sec. 11] for results on stability and closeness of solutions of the classical singular perturbation problem. It is usually assumed in the classical singular perturbation results that the solutions of the boundary layer system converge to a unique equilibrium manifold. The case where the solutions converge to a bounded set, e.g. a set of limit cycles, has been studied using the averaging method [3] - [7] . In these results, the derivative of the slow state is averaged over a finite or infinite time interval and the behavior of the reduced averaged slow system, together with the behavior of the boundary layer system, is used to describe the behavior of the full-order system. This idea can be found in the work of Gaitsgory et al. [8] - [10] , Grammel [4] , [11] , [12] , Artstein et al. [3] , [13] , Teel et al. [5] , and others [6] , [14] .
The problem of exponential stability of this general class of singular perturbation is not well studied in the literature. Among the above-mentioned results, Grammel showed in [4] that under the exponential stability of the origin of the reduced average system and under some other conditions on the system model, the slow state of a delayed singularly perturbed system is exponentially stable. However, the behavior of the fast state and also the closeness of solutions of the singularly perturbed system to the solutions of the reduced average and boundary layer systems when the This work was supported by the ARC Discovery Scheme, grant number DP170104102.
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This paper assumes a more general class of non-delayed singularly perturbed systems, compared to [4] , and presents closeness of solution results. In particular, it is shown that under the exponential stability of the boundary layer system and some other conditions on the system model and over a finite time interval, the solutions to the singularly perturbed system are approximated by the solutions of the reduced average and boundary layer systems when the perturbation parameter, ε, is small. Although Grammel did not study closeness of solutions in [4] , Teel et. al presented a closeness of solution result in [5] which can be applied to a more general class of singular perturbation systems. However, the order of magnitude of error is not studied in [5] . Compared to [5] , we propose stronger conditions on the system model and obtain stronger closeness of solution results; we show the approximation errors are of order Op ? εq.
Notation:
‚ }z} η denotes the distance between a point z and a bounded set η in R m , i.e.
‚ A continuous function γ : R ě0 Ñ R ą0 is of class L (i.e. γ P L) if γpsq is positive and is strictly decreasing to zero as s Ñ 8.
if it is strictly increasing, αp0q " 0 and αprq Ñ 8 as r Ñ 8. ‚ A function δ 1 pεq is of order Opδ 2 pεqq, i.e. δ 1 pεq " Opδ 2 pεqq, if there exist positive constants k and c such that [2, Definition 10.1]
If δ 1 pεq and δ 2 pεq are continuous at ε " 0, then (2) implies that lim εÑ0 |δ 1 pεq| |δ 2 pεq| ď k ă 8.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a singularly perturbed system 9
x " f px, z, εq, xp0q " x 0 , (4a) ε 9
z " gpx, z, εq, zp0q " z 0 ,
where ε ą 0 is a small perturbation parameter, and x P R n and z P R m are respectively the slow and fast variables.
Define the fast-time variable τ " t{ε. Then in the τ -domain, (4) can be written as
Letting ε " 0, (5a) becomes dx{dτ " 0 which implies that the slow variable x is fixed, i.e. xpτ q " x 0 , @τ ě 0. Then the boundary-layer system is obtained by setting ε " 0 in (5b) as
where z b denotes the state of the boundary layer system, and x 0 is treated as a fixed parameter. Let x 0 P B R p0q, z 0 P M , and ε P r0, ε 1 s where B R p0q P R n denotes a ball of radius R ą 0 centered at the origin, M denotes a compact set in R m and ε 1 ą 0. Unlike the classical singular perturbation problem, we assume the solutions to the boundary layer system, denoted by φ b pτ, x 0 , z 0 q, @x 0 P B R p0q, z 0 P M , or by φ b pτ q for the ease of notation, do not converge to a unique equilibrium, but converge to a bounded set. For example, the solutions to the boundary layer system may converge to a limit cycle.
We make the following assumptions. Assumption 1 (Lipschitz continuity of f and g): The functions f px, z, εq and gpx, z, εq are locally Lipschitz continuous in px, z, εq P B R p0qˆMˆr0, ε 1 s. We denote L ą 0 as the Lipschitz constant of f px, z, εq and gpx, z, εq on B R p0qˆMˆr0, ε 1 s.
Remark 1 (Bounds on f and g): From Assumption 1, we obtain that for any compact set B R p0qˆMˆr0, ε 1 s, there exists an upper bound on f px, z, εq and gpx, z, εq; i.e. there exists P ą 0 such that }f px, z, εq} ď P, }gpx, z, εq} ď P,
for all px, z, εq P B R p0qˆMˆr0, ε 1 s. Assumption 2 (Forward invariance): There exists a pos-
for allt ą 0, where ypsq is the solution to dypsq ds " g`x, ypsq, 0˘ (9) andx P B R p0q is a fixed parameter.
In order to define the reduced average system, we will assume that f`x, φ b pτ q, 0˘has a well-defined average. To be more precise, we state the following assumption that imposes conditions on f such that the average of f exists. The conditions in this assumption are similar to the conditions in [2, Definition 10.2].
Assumption 3: The trajectories of the boundary layer system (6) starting from z 0 P M Ă R m , denoted by φ b pτ, x, z 0 q, converge exponentially fast to a bounded set η : η P M which is possibly parametrized by x. The limit
exists and is the same for all z 0 P M . There exist s˚ą 0, γpsq P L and αp¨q P K 8 such that
holds for all τ 1 ě 0, s ą s˚and all boundary layer solutions
Here, x is treated as a fixed parameter.
Note that since x and z 0 are assumed to be in compact sets B R p0q and M , the term α pmaxt}x}, }z 0 }uq on the right hand side of (11) could be removed if we assume γpsq depends on R and M . We used the above notation to emphasize the fact that the right hand side of (11) is in general a function of }x} and }z 0 }. If Assumption 3 holds, we say f`x, φ b pτ q, 0˘has a welldefined average f av pxq. Then the reduced average system (or what is called the reduced system in the rest of the paper) is defined as 9
x av " f av px av q, x av p0q " x 0 .
Remark 2: In general, the reduced system should be defined as a differential inclusion of the form
with convpSq denoting the closed convex hull of a set S. This is due to the fact that f av in (10) is in general a function of x and z 0 ; see e.g. [3] , [12] . We however assumed in this paper that the set valued map F av pxq is a singleton, i.e. F av pxq " tf av pxqu; see Assumption 3. This is a more restrictive assumption compared to [3] , [12] and more general conditions will be the topic for further research. Therefore, we use the differential equation notation of (12) for the reduced system. We finally make the following assumption on f av .
Assumption 4: The function f av p¨q is globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L av ą 0.
III. MAIN RESULT
In this subsection, we analyze the closeness of solutions of the singularly perturbed system and the reduced and boundary layer systems over a finite time interval. This result is independent of any stability properties of the reduced system (12) .
We aim to investigate the system on a finite time horizon t P r0, T s where T ą 0 and t 0 :" 0. We divide this time interval into sub intervals of the form rt l , t l`1 s which all have the same length εS ε , except possibly the last interval with length smaller than or equal to the length εS ε , and the index l is an element of the index set I ε " t0, 1,¨¨¨, tT {εS ε uu, where t¨u denotes the floor function. The last time in the sequence is equal to T . In the following lemma, we define the mapping S ε and state some of its properties. The reason why this specific mapping is used will become clear later in the proof of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1.
Lemma 1: For any given L ą 0 and T ą 0, the map ε Ñ S ε defined as 1 1 ε 1{4 :" S ε e T L`1`SεLe LSε˘ ( 13) has the following properties
The proof of the above Lemma is given in the Appendix. Denote the solution of (4) for t P r0, T s by`xptq, zptqȃ nd define ξptq for t P rt l , t l`1 s as
with ξ l :" ξpt l q and ξ 0 " xp0q " x 0 , where yptq : rt l , t l`1 s Ñ R m is the unique solution to ε 9 yptq " gpξ l , yptq, 0q, ypt l q " zpt l q.
Define ∆ l ptq :" max t l ďsďt }xpsq´ξpsq},
for t P rt l , t l`1 s. We state the following lemma for later use. The idea for the lemma is taken from [12] . Lemma 2: Consider the map ε Ñ S ε defined in Lemma 1 and suppose there exists a compact set B R p0qˆMˆp0, ε 1 s on which Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then for any finite T ą 0 and for t P r0, T s, the signals ∆ l ptq and D l ptq, l P I ε , defined respectively in (17) 
Dpεq :" S ε L`∆pεq`εS ε P`ε˘e LSε .
(21)
Furthermore,∆pεq andDpεq are Op ? εq.
Due to the space limitations, the proof is provided in the arXiv version of the paper.
Theorem 1 (closeness of solutions over a finite time): Consider S ε defined in Lemma 1. Suppose there exist R ą 0, ε 1 ą 0 and a compact set M such that Assumptions 1-4 hold on px, z, εq P B R p0qˆMˆp0, ε 1 s. Then for any finite time interval t P r0, T s, (i) the solutions of the singularly perturbed system (4) and the reduced system (12) satisfy
where lim εÑ0 Kpεq " 0 and }zptq} η converges to an F pεq neighborhood of the bounded set η exponentially fast where F pεq : R ą0 Ñ R ą0 satisfies lim εÑ0 F pεq " 0. (ii) If we further assume there exist ε˚P p0, ε 1 s, r 1 ą 0 and α 1 : α 1 ą 2 such that for S ε ě S ε˚, the class-L function γpS ε q satisfies
then }xptq´x av ptq} " Op ? εq (24) holds for ε P p0, ε˚s, uniformly on t P r0, T s. Moreover, given any t a : 0 ă t a ă T , there exists ε˚˚ď εs uch thatˇˇˇ}
holds uniformly on t P rt a , T s when ε P p0, ε˚˚s. Proof: (i) By Assumption 3, there exist positive constants r y and β y such that the solutions to the boundary layer system (6) satisfy }φ b pt{εq} η ď r y e´β y t{ε }z 0 } η .
Define ωptq, t P rt l , t l`1 s, l P I ε as
where ωpt l q " x av pt l q and ξ l " ξpt l q is defined in (15). We start with the slow state and estimate an upper bound for }xptq´x av ptq}, }xptq´x av ptq} ď }xptq´ξptq}`}ξptq´ωptq} }ωptq´x av ptq}.
From (17) and Lemma 2, for any l in the index set I ε , the first term on the right hand side of (28) is less than or equal tō ∆pεq. Using Assumption 3 and the fact that ξp0q " ωp0q " x 0 , the second term can be written as }ξptq´ωptq} ď }ξpt l q´ωpt l q} › › › › ż t t l`f pξ l , ypsq, 0q´f av pξ l q˘ds › › › › ď }ξpt l q´ωpt l q}`εS ε γpS ε q maxt}ξpt l q}, }zpt l q}u ď T γpS ε q maxt}ξpt l q}, }zpt l q}u ď T γpS ε q maxtR,zu,
wherez " max zPM }z}. 
Then we obtain from (28) and (31) that for any finite time interval r0, T s,
Note that Kpεq is uniform in px 0 , z 0 q P B R p0qˆM , and from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, lim εÑ0 Kpεq " 0. We now study the behavior of the fast state, zptq. Using the triangle inequality, we obtain for t P rt l , t l`1 s that }zptq} η ď }yptq} η`} zptq´yptq}.
(34)
Note that yptq is the solution to (16) and is different from φ b pt{εq, the solution to the boundary layer system (6) . Indeed, the signal yptq is defined such that its value at the time instant t l , l P I ε is equal to zpt l q and changes according to (16) over the interval rt l , t l`1 s. However, the boundary-layer system (16) can be represented as a boundary layer model of the form (6) with ξ l as the frozen parameter. Hence the solution of (16) for t P rt l , t l`1 s satisfies the same inequality as (26), with a different initial condition, for all x and ξ l in B R p0q. So we obtain from (34) and Lemma 2 that }zptq} η ď r y e´β y t{ε }ypt l q} η`D pεq (16) " r y e´β y t{ε }zpt l q} η`D pεq.
Specifically, we obtain for t " t l`1 that }zpt l`1 q} η ď r y e´β y Sε }zpt l q} η`D pεq.
Choose δ y P p0, β y q andε ą 0 such that
Then we obtain by inclusion for all l P I ε and all ε P p0, mintε 1 ,εus that
and obtain for t P rt l , t l`1 s that }zptq} η ď r y e´β y Sε }zpt l q} η`D pεq where we used l " t l {pεS ε q and t l ď t ď t l`1 . Define F pεq as F pεq :"Dpεqˆ1`r y e´β y Sε 1´e´p βy´δyqSε˙.
(40)
Then we obtain that
where lim εÑ0 F pεq " 0. The proof of the first part of the theorem is complete.
(ii) In the second part of the proof, we first show that under (23), Kpεq " Op ? εq. From Lemma 2,∆pεq which is the first term on the right hand side of (31) is of order Op ? εq. For the the second term we have lim εÑ0 T γpS ε q maxtR,zu ? ε (13) " lim εÑ0 T maxtR,zuγpS ε qS 2 ε e 2T L`1`SεLe LSε(
23)
ù ù ñ ď T maxtR,zu lim εÑ0 S 2 ε e´p α1´2qT L`1`SεLe LSε" 0.
The last term is also of order Op ? εq. So (24) holds uniformly for t P r0, T s when 0 ă ε ď ε˚where ε˚satisfies
From (40) and the fact thatDpεq " Op ? εq, see Lemma 2, F pεq is also of order Op ? εq as lim εÑ0ˆ1`r y e´β y Sε 1´e´p βy´δyqSε˙" 1 ă 8. x Fig. 1 : The slow variable xptq of the full-order system (4) for different values of ε.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the behavior of a general singularly perturbed system with solutions of the boundary layer system converging exponentially fast to a bounded set. We used averaging to eliminate the fast oscillations of the fast state, and presented results on the closeness of solutions of the full-order system and the reduced average system over a finite time interval.
VI. APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1.
Consider the definition of S ε in (13) , and note that as ε goes to zero, S ε e T L`1`SεLe LSε˘g oes to infinity which implies that S ε goes to infinity. Therefore lim εÑ0 S ε " 8.
To show that lim εÑ0 ε 1{4 S ε " 0, observe that lim εÑ0 ε 1{4 S ε " lim εÑ0 e´T L`1`SεLe LSε˘.
Then from lim εÑ0 S ε " 8, we obtain that lim εÑ0 ε 1{4 S ε " 0. l
